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All the power, one tenth the time
That's the deal with MiramoPDF. Produce beautiful document designs in minutes, and
change them as quick as a wink — without encountering a line of XSL:FO.
Integrate MiramoPDF with any publishing environment. Slot it in with the DITA-OT and
your CCMS or XML editor of choice with the Miramo DITA-OT plugin.
The two components of MiramoPDF, MiramoDesigner and MiramoComposer, provide
a no-compromise PDF publishing solution. With the MiramoDesigner GUI you can
design the document layouts you need and define the properties of the text and
graphic objects.
MiramoPDF is a revolutionary solution that combines the highest capabilities with the
maximum flexibility and convenience and lowest implementation costs.

The MiramoPDF DITA Publishing Process Flow

Business benefits
Based on standard XML technologies, MiramoPDF provides many business benefits:
■

Efficiency: Ultra-rapid solution development.

■

Flexibility: Easy to modify document designs to meet changing requirements.

■

Industry standard: Entirely XML based for easy understanding by all.

■

Lower costs: MiramoPDF provides the quickest and best return on investment.
License pricing is significantly lower than competitors.

■

Scalability: MiramoPDF is available on laptops, desktops and multi-CPU

servers. As a part of the Miramo automated publishing product line,
MiramoPDF enables upscaling to large Dynamic Enterprise Publishing solutions
using Miramo Enterprise.
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Features
MiramoPDF includes all the features needed for producing sophisticated PDF output in
any context:
■

DITA-OT support
Run your DITA straight to PDF ‘out of the box’ using the MiramoPDF DITA-OT
plugin.

■

Integration with any XML editor or CCMS
Easy to configure seamless operation from within widely-used XML authoring
tools.

■

MiramoDesigner GUI template creator (MFD)
Use the MiramoDesigner GUI template designer to define all your layout and
formatting requirements.

■

MiramoXML
MiramoXML is a simple markup language that enables the most sophisticated
document layouts with minimum effort. Stand-alone or combined with MFD
template files MiramoXML enables the fastest solutions and the quickest
maintenance.

■

Sophisticated documents
All the artifacts you expect from a high-end publishing system: multiple TOCs,
indexes, running headers/footers, markers, replaceable images, multiple master
pages, run-around frames and images, LTR, RTL, and so on and on.

■

MiramoXML vs XSL:FO
- Customizing the MiramoPDF DITA-OT plugin does not require any
programming: formatting is controlled by setting build parameters and using
MiramoDesigner.
- Document formatting and document content are handled separately:
MiramoComposer renders MiramoXML to PDF using formatting information from
a GUI template file generated using the MiramoDesigner GUI template designer.
- The MiramoPDF DITA-OT plugin source code is a tenth of the size of other
XSL:FO based transformations, as it maps from DITA to MiramoXML to PDF rather
than DITA to XSL:FO to PDF.

System requirements:
MiramoPDF runs on 64-bit versions of Windows Desktop or Server operating systems.
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